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Keterkaitan Hegemoni Amerika Serikat terhadap Penguasaan Pasar Industri Kedai Kopi Dunia

Abstract

The United States and its coffee industry is dominance over global coffeehouse market by collectively hold a global market share of 43.2% through American coffee companies. However, in the coffee commodity chain, the United States is considered as one of the largest consumers rather than producers. This anomaly raises a question how a country which is not the main producer dominates the market at the end of the commodity chain. Hegemonic capabilities allow a country to take innovative steps in relation to the competitive advantage theory. Research finds that the United States possesses two hegemonic capabilities which enable it to take innovative measures: (1) its ability to set an agenda in order to create a conducive environment for the domestic coffee industry, (2) and its ability to help transform the coffee industry while turning itself into one of the most influential coffee cultures in the global coffee industry.
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